Fujisoft and mofiria Announce Global Strategic Partnership
July 1, 2014 – Fujisoft Incorporated and mofiria Corporation team up to offer the industry’s most advanced biometric
authentication technology globally.
mofiria’s Finger Vein Authentication (FVA) technology deploys pattern-recognition techniques based on images of
human finger vein patterns beneath the skin's surface. A CMOS sensor diagonally captures the vein pattern image by
reflecting near-infrared lights inside the finger, allowing a very flat device layout.
Unlike other biometric patterns, such as finger prints, finger vein patterns are virtually impossible to replicate,
making them the basis for the most secure and accurate biometric technology. mofiria’s embedded and standalone
devices are extremely user-friendly and their patented matching algorithm enables a fast and highly accurate
operation.

Reiko Yasue, Director of Fujisoft's Global Business Division, stated “We’re excited to announce our partnership with
mofiria, one of the most innovative companies around biometric security and specifically finger vein authentication.
With over 40 years of experience, Fujisoft can enhance mofiria’s FVA solution with expert System Integration and
Development know-how, while also expanding the availability of this technology globally leveraging our international
network of offices. This partnership underlines our joint ambition to support customers globally in protecting their
most valuable assets from information leakage and fraud."
Satoshi Amagai, Mofira President and CEO, stated “mofiria, is a vein authentication technology company that spun
off from Sony in 2010. Our goal is to become a leading international solution provider within the biometric
authentication industry. We have very strong confidence in the quality of our vein authentication solutions. However,
as a small company, we focus on improving our core technology strength and leverage strong partnerships with
carefully selected vendors to provide full solutions that exceed the expectations of our customers. Fujisoft have many
years of system integration and development experience which makes them a key partner in order to provide a full
end to end vein authentication solution to our customer's.”
Accuracy and reliability makes FVA technology particularly valuable for industries that require high security
standards such as finance, critical infrastructure, medical, cloud computing and education. mofira’s patented device
layout enables customers to easily incorporate a FVA feature into a broad range of products and services including
gateway security systems, financial transaction devices, mobile devices and many more.

For example, mofiria’s FVA solution has been embedded in ATM terminals in China for Banks that wish to
differentiate themselves with more secure customer services. The growing demand for transaction safety and
security will lead to increased adaption of biometric authentication technology in the banking industry.
Furthermore, FVA is also finding increased adoption by public institutions such as the Turkish government that just
rolled out a nationwide project. It aims to equip national hospitals and pharmacies with biometric identification
systems in order to strengthen security standards for patient information and access to medical records.
Fujisoft Introduction
FUJISOFT Incorporated is leading independent IT vendor with over 40 years of System Integration and Embedded
Software Development experience on a wide variety of technologies across many different industries, including
Telecoms, Financial, Consumer Electronics, Medical, Automotive and many more. Combining mofiria’s unique
technology with FUJISOFT’s extensive experience and global network will offer tremendous value to Customers
eager to enhance the security of their products with FVA.
mofiria Introduction
Spun off in 2010 from Sony, mofira has been focusing on providing the most accurate and reliable biometric
authentication technology for mission-critical applications and transaction services. True to their motto “Compact,
fast and comfortable”, mofiria strives to support private and public institutions to fulfil their security needs.
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